Better Business Decisions With Australia's
Customer Insights Platform.
GroupQuality® helps businesses

capture agile customer insights to
make better informed decisions.
Faster, Easier and Smarter!
Quickly validate ideas, test marketing
campaigns, test websites, develop
products, and collect real-time customer
feedback.
Use this easy to use insights solution to
engage, communicate, and co-create
with consumers, employees and
business partners.

GroupQuality® comes with
three powerfull integrated
Insight solutions.
Live

(real-time)
Groups

Instant Community
Discussions

GroupQuality® Online Community Discussion
Board tools make it easy to quickly deploy
website and mobile discussions. Invite
participants or get them to self register from a
website. Use the creation wizard to automate a
new online discussion in minutes.
Quickly deploy and manage short-term online
community discussions wthin a secure

environment. Engage and collaborate with your
target audience. Identify new business

opportunites. Develop better products and
services. Search, filter and download the
detailed insight reports in real-time.
PC, Mac and Mobile access
Share images, video and documents
Private (anonymous) or open discussions
Include moderators, observers & participants
Deploy new projects in minutes
Run discussions over days, weeks or months

Community
Discussion
Boards

Search insight reports in real-time.

Powerful
Survey
Tool
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Live (real-time) Groups

GroupQuality® makes live online (real-time) chat,
webcam or audio groups easy, affordable, and

immediate. There is no complicated software to
download and all group participants have to do
is login using a web browser. Use the

comprehensive set of tools to create and plan a
discussion to ask consumers questions.

In-depth consumer interviews have never been

so easy. Conduct live online chat or webcam

interviews and use the image markup tools to

share ideas, concepts and proposed designs.
The live (real-time) usability tools enable you to

Powerful Survey Tool

The online website and mobile ready survey
tool is the perfect solution for collecting
feedback, testing new products or service
ideas and monitor business perfomance. When
combined with the power of real-time online
groups, or community discussions, the
integrated survey tool enables you to reveal a
depth and breadth of insight and customer
intelligence not matched by others. Easy to use
and packed full of features, this survey tool
gives you the control and confidence to deploy,
manage and analyse the responses in real-time.

run online groups to identify why any website

Invitation or intercept surveys

dissatisfaction, and blocking website

Customised themes, invitations and reminders

is creating bad experiences, consumer
conversions.

Using live online website testing groups

participants login from their home or office
computer.

Question branching and logic
Quota management
Advanced question logic
Display images and videos

Easy to learn and use

Advanced data export in csv, spss (.sav)

Conduct as many groups as you like

Online reporting and data downloads

Chat, Video and Audio recording
Image markup collaboration tool
Real-time reporting & download
Mouse flow and click heatmaps
Customised training available
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Harness the combined power
of an insights platform!

Back up, services & support

Imagine the possibilities when using short term
community discussions to unearth current
customer issues. Recruit for an online chat
group from your discussion board using the
integrated survey tool. Then drill down to
identify clear areas of business improvement.
Use this knowledge to create more effective
VOC or feedback surveys, and gather
important customer intelligence to make better
informed business decisions.

training and full-service packages available

No messing around with
softwareand we help.
GroupQuality® is on a SaaS (Software as a
Service) platform which means you don’t have to
download any software and you can manage
your secure insights anytime and from anywhere
by logging in through a websit browser.

Full online support manuals, bespoke
24/7 online technical support centre
Australian data hosting and backup
Completely secure tools (SSL)
SO 27001 servers for optimal reliability

For more information or to register for a free
introductory presentation contact us:
Email: sales@groupquality.com
Phone: 03 9016 3132
International: (+61) 9016 3132

We are here to help! If you need help getting
started, or expertise implementing, monitoring
and actioning insights, we can do that too!
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